Year 2 Remote Learning
Overview
Week Beginning
12.7.21
Remote Learning Information for Parents
We know remote learning can be difficult and depending on your
circumstances will vary.
This planning sheet is a range of activities that mirror the Year 2 learning in
school this week as much as possible.
We would suggest a daily Maths,
English and focusing on one or two of the foundation activities each
afternoon.
Please send any home learning to your class teacher using the Teams task set
for the week.

English
Monday: Watch Newsround regarding the English football match. Write a newspaper report on the match.

The Magical Yet by Angela DiTerlizzi
Tuesday: Read up to slide 5. Have you ever felt like this about something you were trying to learn to do? Write
about what you were trying to do, what went wrong and why you gave up.
Wednesday: Read up to slide 8. Think about what you can do now that you couldn’t do when you were 5. How
about when you were 3? What about when you were 1? Right a list of the different things. Think about what
you had to do to learn these new things.
Thursday: Read to slide 15. What can’t you do now which you would like to do in the future? Think big. Would
you like to fly to the moon? Be a famous footballer? Star in movies? How will you make sure you get there?
Friday: Complete the story. What new thing are you going to learn next? Do you think you can achieve it by the
end of the summer holidays? Write down what you are going to do to try to achieve it.

Maths
3D shapes: Please see your Teams account for further detail.
Monday: Name and identify cubes, cylinders, pyramids, cones, spheres and cuboids.

Olympics Week
Look at all of the different events in the Olympics. Choose your favourite. Find out about the
Olympians competing for GBR in that sport. Where are they from? How old are they? How long have
they been training for this? What does their training entail? Create a fact file on one of the athletes.

Tuesday: Identify the number of faces, edges, and vertices on each 3D shape.
Wednesday: Identify 2D faces on 3D shapes.
Thursday: Recognise the difference between a triangular pyramid, square pyramid,
pentagonal pyramid, hexagonal pyramid.
Friday: Introduce the prism family.

Hold your own Olympics with your family. This week will be our Sports Day in school so we will be
practising many different sports throughout the week, before holding our own competition. Can you
do the same with your family. First of all decide which Olympic events you can carry out in your garden.
Practice throughout the week, before holding a family competition on Friday.

